A REVIEW PAPER ON DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF WEEDE REMOVER

INTRODUCTION:
Weed Remover is one of the many farm mechanization. Unlike tractors, soil tiller and weeder are non-conventional so far as the displacement of labours is concerned. In promoting soil tiller and weeder especially considering the fact that the majority of farmers are having small land. It reduces human effort. The implements are mostly self-guided. Working of the project is based on engine and gear mechanism which moves the cutter or blades. It is a great saver of time and expenses on field operations. Thus it will have very effective uses on the farm field either for tilling as well as for weeding. Development of high capacity energy efficient versatile machines and combination machinery for increased labour productivity, reduced unit cost of operation, improved timeliness of operation and suitable for custom hiring. Weed remover reduce human effort as compared to operation by bullocks. The bullock implements require the hand and body pressure to achieve depth and alignment of the implement in use, whereas in soil tiller and weeder, the implements are mostly self-guided. This reduces human drudgery to a great extent. The comparative higher output of operation by the soil tiller and weeder as compared to bullocks reduces the operational time and achieves timeliness in operation. The maintenance of the soil tiller and weeder is easy. It is ideally suited for mechanizing small farm holdings which account for 80% of the farm holdings of the country. Cost wise the soil tiller and weeders should be an obvious choice of smaller farmers, if they are intending to have a mechanical power source for farm- operation. Soil tiller and weeder reduce the drudgery of collecting the waste grass between crops in the field during operations as compared to operations by bullocks. The soil tiller and weeder makes the manual grass by cutting it in small piece and thoroughly mixed with soil during operation.

ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS:
Depending upon the mode of operation, two types of soil tiller and weeder are there

a) Pull type – The weed remover in which pull to the weeder is required to perform the work like internal cleaning of crops, cultivation in paddy when helical cutter is used.

b) Push type - The weed remover in which push to the weeder is required to perform the work like grass cutting when ripper is used as a cutter uses an engine power driven tillage device, such as rotary and crank or screw blades.
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3. Its operations are controlled by an operator through its extended handles by walking behind it.
4. One of the special features of a soil tiller and weeder is that it’s both the wheels can do two jobs at the same time.
5. It makes the soil tiller and weeder move forward through traction of its wheel with the ground and at the same time change the direction as operator desires.
6. Adjusting height of blades
   i. When not in use, to make the Weed Remover mobile the wheels are brought down and operator can move it.
   ii. When in use on soil the wheels are brought up and blades come in contact with the soil and hence weed removing is done.
7. Can be directed with the example of front wheel
8. Internal cleaning of crops having minimum distance between them like Tomato, Brinjle soya bin crops etc.
9. In cutting of grass of height 3-4 feet’s weeding of crops. Remove useless plants growing in cultivated field.

Therefore, it can be appreciated that there exists a continuing need for new and improved equipment with incorporated mechanical system which can be used as agricultural equipment that normally accumulates to be instantly consumed. in this regard, this project substantially full fills this need.

**ROTARY BLADES (TILLER):**

A tiller is a type of motorized cultivating equipment that breaks or works the soil with the aid of rotating blades. Rotary tillers are available with advanced technologies and innovative designs which provide great performance. The rotary tiller can be self-propelled and driven forward on wheels. Featuring a gearbox, the rotary tiller enables one to increase the rotation speed of the blades more than the forward speed of the equipment. Rotary tillers have become world famous for preparation of seedbed in fields. These equipments are often used for breaking or working the soil in lawns, gardens, etc. Garden rotary tillers are used for the plantation of seeds in your garden or backyard. Electric rotary tillers are commonly used in gardens and fields. Nowadays, utilization of rotary tillers has been increased in agricultural applications because of simple structure and high efficiency for this type of tillage implements. By taking advantage of rotary tillers, the primary and secondary tillage applications could be conjugated in one stage. Therefore, the agricultural soil could be prepared with only one cross of this type of tillage implements from the land. This results in a decrease in the number of machinery passes on the land and subsequently, causes a decrease in the soil compaction which could be obtained due to the excessive equipments crosses from the land. Despite of their high energy consumption, since rotary tillers have the ability of making several types of tillage applications in one stage, the total power needed for these equipments is low. Because rotary tillers power is directly transmitted to the tillage blades, the power transmission efficiency in rotary tillers is high. Moreover, the negative traction existence in rotary tillers causes the required tractive force to be decreased and consequently,

\[ \lambda = \frac{u}{v} \]

Where,

- \( u \) is the tangential speed of the blades (m/s),
- \( v \) is the forward speed (m/s).

The proper selection of the forward speed is dependent to the tangential speed of the blades (that is a function of rotational speed of rotor) and the length of sliced soil. The tangential speed of the blades (u), the rotational speed of the rotor (n), and the length of sliced soil (L) could be obtained by the following equations:

\[ u = \frac{(2 \pi n R)}{60000} \]
\[ n = \frac{(6000 \lambda v)}{(2 \pi R)} \]
\[ L = \frac{(2 \pi R)}{(\lambda Z)} \]

In the above equations, \( R \) is the rotor radius (cm), \( v \) is the forward speed (m/s) and \( Z \) is the number of blades on each side of the rotor flanges.
Hence finally the output of engine is transmitted from bevel and worm assembly to the output shaft which ultimately rotates the blades. Because of wheels an operator generally has to walk behind the weed remover to guide the direction of travel for various operations. Since front wheel is available the operator can move the Weed Remover in any required direction. In this operation the operator has to put some efforts to move the total assembly.

CONCLUSION:
We can conclude that it is less time consuming, worker friendly, portable machine respective to the conventional method of tilling. It assures of maximum work done with minimum work effort.

It helps us to extend imagination, engineering skills and fundamental knowledge. This machine is developed to reduce the time and effort required for weed removing and tilling up to the great extent. Also this machine manufacturing cost is less as compared to other. By selecting this project we could understand, become familiar and know the details of agricultural technology, with the help of this semi automatic machine we are trying to reduce labour cost, time of a middle class and small sector farmers. This is our little effort to make comfort to our farmers who feed our country. This project also teaches us the working in unity with proper co-ordination which is established within the project group. It also enhances the thinking or filling of mutual co-operation in the project group. Also the project members learnt to fabricate any model according to requirements. All the manufacturing processes are carried out with a great concentration and efforts.
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